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one of the most common requests from users of the native
instruments discovery series: middle east interface was for
a sound library of middle eastern instruments. these
instruments make it easy to create genuine sounding
tracks in the widest range of music styles and genres.
each ensemble is made up of instruments that are
typically used together in middle eastern music. available
instruments include traditional eastern instruments such
as acoustic and electric guitars, and electronic instruments
like synthesizers and drum machines. the discovery series:
middle east interface makes it simple to find instruments
and customize sounds. when working with melodic
instruments, users can select editable phrases and choose
from a variety of authentic scales. to build unique beats
with percussion instruments, users can start with
customizable patterns then fine-tune groove, feel, and
dynamic intensity. users can easily edit patterns and
phrases within the interface or drag them to the host
digital audio workstation as midi files for more in-depth
customization. instruments are available individually and
as part of ensembles that include stylistically
complementary sounds. with the ensembles, users can
blend sounds via familiar mixing controls then polish with
eq, width, and compression. i have used a lot of native
instruments software instruments in the past but ive never
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really made music with them until i got the middle east
instrument. it takes a while to get used to the sound and
the patterns but after a while you start to play with them
and it feels like youre playing with a real instrument. its
easy to make melodies and even have them sound good.
you can blend the instruments together and with other
instruments. with the elastik, you can blend the
instruments together and use that as your starting point. i
found myself wishing i had a voice but with the middle
east instrument i dont have to worry about that anymore.
after about a week of playing i was able to write a track in
the style of taj mahal. now i can put it in the dj booth and
start mixing. its not bad for an instrument ive only used
for a few hours. with a little practice i can be a dj in my
own right.

Native Instruments Discovery Series Middle East 1.0.0

discovery series: middle east features a broad array of
distinctive instruments drawn from arabic, turkish, and
persian traditions. the 14 percussion instruments range
from goblet and frame drums to miniature kettle drums
and finger cymbals. native instruments discovery series:

middle east gives creative music makers a set of
instruments and a flexible workflow that allows them to
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quickly find inspiration. the custom-created komplete
kontrol s-series keyboard provides easy navigation and
convenient access to instrument parameters. users can

quickly preview sounds from the native browser and then
easily load a sound into the instrument. discovery series:

middle east gives users an easy, intuitive workflow. as
they look for sounds, they can browse through a variety of

instruments, choosing from multiple tunings. when they
find a sound they like, they can easily load it into the

instrument. discovery series: middle east gives creative
music makers a set of instruments and a flexible workflow

that allows them to quickly find inspiration. users can
quickly preview sounds from the native browser and then
easily load a sound into the instrument. users can easily
navigate to the higher-level, more complex instruments,
such as the string group, which offers a flexible workflow
for creative improvisation. in the future, i will be able to
write with more instruments on the native instruments

discovery series: middle east instrument. i will add more
instruments from different styles and time signatures and i
will continue to try and make the world more dynamic and
inclusive by exploring new sounds and ways to make them

fit together. 5ec8ef588b
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